WHAT YOUR FIRST TWO YEARS OF PSYCHOLOGY COURSES LOOK LIKE:

First Year:
- Psychology 1100: Introductory Psychology

Second Year:
- Psychology 2110: Research Methods in Psychology
- Psychology 2112: Statistics for Psychology 1
- Psychology 2013: Foundations of Neuroscience
- Psychology 2014: Foundations of Cognition 1
- Psychology 2015: Social Psychology
- Psychology 2011: Child Development OR Psychology 2016: Adult Development

STAY CONNECTED
- @mylakehead
- @mylakeheaduniversity
- mylakehead
- /lakeheaduniversity

CONTACT US
Department of Psychology
Phone: 1-807-343-8010 ext. 8441
Psychology Program Coordinator: psychology@lakeheadu.ca
Visit our website: https://www.lakeheadu.ca/programs/undergraduate-programs/psychology
Undergraduate Recruitment
1-800-465-3959
recruit@lakeheadu.ca
mylakehead.ca #mylakehead

TAKE A VIRTUAL TOUR
Start your journey by experiencing our campuses from the comfort of your own home.
Visit lakeheadu.ca/virtualtour today to get started
Psychologists share a desire to make a positive contribution to human welfare through understanding and influencing the thoughts, feelings, and behaviour of individuals. How do we perceive, think, and learn? What motivates us? What makes us unique? How are we influenced by our social and physical environments? How do biological factors and/or drugs affect us? Explore a wide range of topics, including biological, cognitive, social, developmental, abnormal, and individual psychology.

**WHAT SKILLS WILL I GAIN WITH THIS MAJOR?**
- Ability to hypothesize and develop theories
- Research methods
- Writing and presentation skills
- Communications and interpersonal skills
- Foundational knowledge of Psychology
- Data analysis and interpretation
- Abstract thinking
- Scientific critical thinking
- Critical analysis
- Ability to work independently

**WHAT GRADUATE PROGRAMS COULD I PURSUE?**
- Industrial and Organizational Psychology
- Clinical Psychology
- Educational and Counselling Psychology
- Sports Psychology
- Neuroscience
- Psychological Science
- Addiction Studies
- Developmental
- Health

---

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

A Psychology degree can lead to a variety of different career paths and opportunities for graduate programs. Here’s just a few possibilities: Where do psychology alumni work?

- Law
- Medicine and Health Care settings
- Education
- Occupational Therapist
- Social Work
- Behaviour Therapist
- Family Therapist
- Clinical Psychologist
- Researcher
- Policy Analyst
- Probation Officer
- Corrections Officer
- Security and Intelligence
- Forensic Psychologist
- Counselling Centers
- Law Enforcement
- Human Resources
- Business
- Psychometrist
- Child and Youth Services
- Case Worker/Manager

---

**PAIR YOUR PSYCHOLOGY DEGREE WITH UNIQUE ORILLIA COURSES**

**Criminology**
- Forensic Psychology
- Mind, Morality, and the Law

**Interdisciplinary Studies**
- Social Justice Inquiry
- Human Nature Inquiry
- Modern Debates

**Media, Film & Communications**
- Crime, Media, Culture
- Web Design

---

**WHY PSYCHOLOGY IN ORILLIA?**
- Small class sizes
- Comprehensive program offering a broad and foundational curriculum in psychological science